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Abstract
We convert a conjectured inequality from quantum information theory, due to He
and Vidal, into a block matrix inequality and prove a very special case. Given n
matrices Ai, i = 1; : : : ; n, of the same size, let Z1 and Z2 be the block matrices
Z1 := (AjA

i )
n
i;j=1 and Z2 := (A

jAi)
n
i;j=1. Then the conjectured inequality is
(jjZ1jj1   TrZ1)2 + (jjZ2jj1   TrZ2)2 
0@X
i6=j
jjAijj2jjAj jj2
1A2 ;
where jj  jj1 and jj  jj2 denote the trace norm and the Hilbert-Schmidt norm, re-
spectively. We prove this inequality for the already challenging case n = 2 with
A1 = I.
1 Introduction
Quantum Information Theory (QIT), a recent physical theory combining con-
cepts of information theory with quantum mechanics, has proven to be a rich
source of challenging matrix analysis problems [1,2]. In this paper one such
problem is presented and some progress towards its resolution is reported.
Consider a set of n given general n1n2 matrices Ai, and with them form the
two n n block matrices
Z1 := (AjA

i )
n
i;j=1 =
0BBBBB@
A1A

1 A2A

1 : : :
A1A

2 A2A

2 : : :
...
...
1CCCCCA
15 December 2014, 13:34
and
Z2 := (A

jAi)
n
i;j=1 =
0BBBBB@
A1A1 A

2A1 : : :
A1A2 A

2A2 : : :
...
...
1CCCCCA :
These two matrices are Hermitian, but not in general positive semidenite.
We wish to investigate whether the following inequality holds:
(jjZ1jj1   TrZ1)2 + (jjZ2jj1   TrZ2)2 
0@X
i6=j
jjAijj2jjAjjj2
1A2 : (1)
Here jj  jj1 and jj  jj2 denote the trace norm (Schatten 1-norm) and Frobenius
norm (Schatten 2-norm), respectively.
This inequality is the block matrix formulation of an equivalent inequality
in QIT, conjectured recently by He and Vidal in [6], regarding the so-called
`monogamy of the negativity of entanglement'. We present this conjecture and
prove its equivalence to (1) in Section 2. In our opinion, proving this inequality
is a very hard problem, and we have only succeeded in proving a very special
case. Namely, in Section 3 we prove the special case n = 2, where there are
only two matrices A1 and A2, and where in addition we also require A1 to be
the identity matrix.
Let us recall the notations we will use. The modulus of a matrix X will be
denoted as jXj, and is given by (XX)1=2. Any Hermitian matrix can be
decomposed as a dierence of its positive and negative part: X = X+  X ,
with X := (jXj  X)=2. This is the so-called Jordan decomposition. The
Schatten q-norm of a matrix, for q  1 is denoted as jjXjjq and is dened as
jjXjjq := (Tr jXjq)1=q. The trace norm is just the Schatten 1-norm, jjXjj1 =
TrX, and the Frobenius norm is the Schatten 2-norm. We will also need the
quantity jjXjjq for 0 < q < 1, which is no longer a norm but a quasi-norm.
Finally, we denote the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix, sorted either in
non-increasing or non-decreasing order as #j and 
"
j , respectively.
2 The He-Vidal Conjecture
Let us begin with introducing the He-Vidal Conjecture, along with the opera-
tions of partial transpose and partial trace, on which the conjecture is based.
We will be very brief and refer to the quantum information literature (e.g. [1])
for a more in-depth discussion of the basic concepts.
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For convenience we will use Dirac notation for vectors. A general vector of
a Hilbert space H will be denoted by j i, where the symbol  is merely
a label. The Hermitian conjugate of the vector j i is denoted by h j. The
tensor product of two vectors ji and j i is denoted ji 
 j i or jij i for
short. The elements of an orthonormal basis for a nite-dimensional Hilbert
space H (with dimension d) will be denoted by jii, with i = 1; : : : ; d.
The He-Vidal conjecture is concerned with a Hilbert space H built up as a
tensor product H = HA 
HB 
HC of three Hilbert spaces HA, HB and HC ,
of dimension dA, dB and dC , respectively. Let us denote the orthonormal bases
of these Hilbert spaces by fjiigdAi=1 (for HA), fjjigdBj=1 (for HB) and fjkigdCk=1
(for HC). We choose as basis of H the tensor product of these three bases:
fjiijjijkigi;j;k, or in short fjijkigi;j;k.
Next, we need the partial traces with respect to HB and HC , denoted as TrB
and TrC , respectively, and the partial transpose with respect to HA, denoted
by the superscript  . Let A, B and C be positive semidenite matrices
acting on HA, HB and HC . Then the three mentioned operations are dened
by their action on tensor products as
TrB(A 
 B 
 C)=Tr(B) A 
 C
TrC(A 
 B 
 C)=Tr(C) A 
 B
(A 
 B 
 C) = TA 
 B 
 C ;
with their action on general matrices (acting on the whole space H) dened
by linear extension.
Let us nally dene N(X) := jjXjj1   TrX, the negativity function of a
Hermitian matrix X [8], and dene NAjBC() = N( ), NAjB() = N(TrC  )
and NAjC() = N(TrB  ). Then the He-Vidal conjecture can be stated as
follows:
Conjecture 1 (He-Vidal) For any normalised complex vector j i in the
tensor product Hilbert space H = HA 
 HB 
 HC, the following inequality
holds:
N2AjB(j ih j) +N2AjC(j ih j)  N2AjBC(j ih j): (2)
In the following paragraphs, we rephrase this problem as an inequality for
certain block matrices that can be readily understood without requiring any
background knowledge in quantum information. In the remainder of the paper
we then prove the conjecture in an important special case, using some well-
established techniques of matrix analysis.
Given any set of orthonormal bases fjiig, fjjig and fjkig for the spaces HA,
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HB and HC , respectively, we can write the vector j i as
j i =
dAX
i=1
dBX
j=1
dCX
k=1
cijkjijki:
The coecients cijk can be rearranged into dA matrices Ai with elements
(Ai)jk = cijk. We write jAii for the reshaping of Ai as a vector: jAii =P
jk cijkjjki. Then j i can be written in terms of the jAii as
j i =X
ijk
cijkjiijjki =
X
i
jii 
X
jk
cijkjjki =
X
i
jii 
 jAii:
The normalisation of j i yields a condition on the Ai:
1 = h j i =X
i
hAijAii =
X
i
TrAiAi: (3)
The negativities can now be rewritten in terms of these matrices Ai. For NAjBC
we need  :
 =(j ih j)  =X
i;i0
(jiihi0j 
 jAiihAi0j)  =
X
i;i0
ji0ihij 
 jAiihAi0j:
Introducing the matrix A := Pi jAiihij, which is a reshape of the vector of
coecients cijk, it is easy to check that

 
2
= AA 
 AA. Hence, j j =
jAj 
 jAj, and for the negativity we get:
NAjBC = jj jj1   1 = jjAjj1 jjAjj1   1 = jjAjj21   1 = jjAAjj1=2   1:
To nd the other two negativities we need the partial traces of  :
TrB 
 =
X
i;i0
ji0ihij 
 TrB jAiihAi0j =
X
i;i0
ji0ihij 
 AiAi0
TrC 
 =
X
i;i0
ji0ihij 
 TrC jAiihAi0j =
X
i;i0
ji0ihij 
 AiAi0 :
These partial traces can be expressed as dA  dA block matrices:
TrC 
  = Z1 :=
0BBBBB@
A1A

1 A2A

1 : : :
A1A

2 A2A

2 : : :
...
...
1CCCCCA ; TrB   = Z2 :=
0BBBBB@
A1A1 A

2A1 : : :
A1A2 A

2A2 : : :
...
...
1CCCCCA :(4)
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By the normalisation condition (3), we have TrZ1 = TrZ2 = 1. The corre-
sponding negativities are
NAjB = jjZ1jj1   1 and NAjC = jjZ2jj1   1:
We can now reformulate the conjecture in terms of block matrices: any dA
block matrices Ai satisfying the normalisation condition
P
iTrA

iAi = 1 also
satisfy the inequality
(jjZ1jj1   1)2 + (jjZ2jj1   1)2 

jjAAjj1=2   1
2
: (5)
It is possible to simplify the right-hand side of (5) by choosing a particular
orthonormal basis fjiig for HA. Let the singular value decomposition of A be
given as A = UV , where U and V are unitary matrices of dimension dA
and dBdC , respectively, and  is essentially diagonal. If we choose jii to be the
i-th column of U , for all i, then hAij is the i-th row of V . By this choice the
vectors jAii become mutually orthogonal, and AA becomes diagonal. The
right-hand side of (5) then simplies by the identity
jjAAjj1=2 =
 X
i
q
hAijAii
!2
=
 X
i
jjAijj2
!2
:
Inequality (5) would therefore follow from the somewhat simpler inequality
(jjZ1jj1   1)2 + (jjZ2jj1   1)2 
0@ X
i
jjAijj2
!2
  1
1A2 ; (6)
Remarkably, however, inequalities (6) and (5) are actually equivalent. This can
be seen from the fact that replacing the positive semidenite matrix AA by
its diagonal can not decrease the jj  jj1=2 quasinorm. By a further rescaling we
can drop the normalisation condition
P
iTrA

iAi = 1, upon which (6) turns
into the inequality (1) mentioned in the Introduction.
Note that, from a mathematical viewpoint, it would already be interesting to
show that the following holds:
(jjZ1jj1   TrZ1)2 + (jjZ2jj1   TrZ2)2  c
0@X
i6=j
jjAijj2jjAjjj2
1A2 ;
with c < 2. However, to be of interest for the QIT community, it is essential
that c = 1.
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3 Proof of a special case
The task of proving inequality (1) is a hard one because of the inequality's
tightness. It is easy to see that every term of the left-hand side of (1) is itself
bounded above by the right-hand side. In entanglement theory, this corre-
sponds to the fact that the negativity is a so-called entanglement monotone,
which among other things means that it can not increase under taking partial
traces [8]. A matrix analytical proof proceeds by rst exploiting the triangle
inequality to show that jjZ1jj1  Pi;j jjAjAi jj1, and then the Cauchy-Schwartz
inequality to bound
P
i;j jjAjAi jj1 by
P
i;j jjAjjj2jjAi jj2 = (
P
i jjAijj2)2.
To prove (1), however, we must show that the sum of (jjZ1jj1   TrZ1)2 and
(jjZ2jj1   TrZ2)2 is bounded above by the exact same expression that bounds
each of the terms separately. Finding the proof of that statement is an ex-
tremely delicate process, where picking up proportionality constants has to be
avoided at all costs. Any such constant larger than 1 (no matter how close to
1) would ruin the tightness and render the result irrelevant. For example, it is
clear from the above that (1) certainly holds with an extra factor of 2 in the
right-hand side (just add the inequalities for each term separately) but this is
a trivial result and says absolutely nothing about monogamy of negativity.
In what follows we will restrict to the case dA = 2 (i.e. system A is a qubit);
even this simple case already turned out to be a major undertaking. To simplify
notations, we will replace A1 and A2 by A and B. Then Z1 and Z2 are given
by the 2 2 block matrices
Z1 =
0B@AA BA
AB BB
1CA and Z2 =
0B@AA BA
AB BB
1CA :
Furthermore, we were obliged to restrict to the case A = I. This requires
taking dB = dC . We will henceforth write d for dB = dC .
In this case both terms of the left-hand side of (1) turn out to be less than
one half the right-hand side (but note that numerical experiments reveal that
this is not true in general). Adding up then proves (1). The goal is therefore
to show, for all d d matrices B,
jjZ1jj1   TrZ1  1p
2
2 jjIjj2jjBjj2 = 2
q
d=2 jjBjj2:
Replacing B by B yields the corresponding inequality for Z2. Henceforth, we
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will write Z for Z1, and we have
Z =
0B@ I B
B BB
1CA :
Noting that jjXjj1 TrX = 2TrX  for any Hermitian X, we can rewrite the
inequality as
TrZ  
q
d=2 jjBjj2: (7)
Our proof proceeds by splitting this inequality into two inequalities. First we
show
TrZ   Tr
q
(BB  BB)  (8)
and then we show
Tr
q
(BB  BB)  
q
d=2 jjBjj2: (9)
3.1 Proof of inequality (8)
It is well-known that any given square matrix B is weakly unitarily equivalent
to its Hermitian conjugate B. Indeed, let B = U jBj be the polar decompo-
sition of B, then B = jBjU, so that B = UBU. So, by multiplying B
on the left and on the right by some unitary matrix, we obtain B. However,
there is another way to relate B and B requiring only a left multiplication,
by extending both matrices.
Let  = BB   BB and let its Jordan decomposition be  = +    ,
where   0. Then BB+  = BB++. By positive semideniteness of
all four terms we can write this as

B
q
 
0B@ Bp
 
1CA = B q+
0B@ Bp
+
1CA :
This immediately implies that there must exist a unitary matrix U such that0B@ Bp
 
1CA = U
0B@ Bp
+
1CA : (10)
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These two block matrices are the abovementioned extensions of B and B,
respectively. If B is not square, it can be made so by zero-padding and the
same statement therefore holds for general matrices B.
According to Cauchy's interlacing theorem, the eigenvalues of an m  m
principal submatrix A0 of an n  n Hermitian matrix A satisfy the relation
"j(A)  "j(A0) for j = 1; : : : ;m (there is also an upper bound, but we will
not need it). In particular, as Z is a submatrix of the matrix
Z1 :=
0BBBBB@
I 0 B
0 I
p
+
B
p
+ BB

1CCCCCA
we have "j(Z)  "j(Z1) for j = 1; : : : ; 2d.
By (10), and the fact that for unitary U two block matrices of the form0B@ I UX
XU Y
1CA and
0B@ I X
X Y
1CA ;
are equal up to a unitary conjugation and therefore have the same spectrum,
Z1 has the same spectrum as
Z2 :=
0BBBBB@
I 0 B
0 I
p
 
B
p
  BB
1CCCCCA :
Now, Z2 can be split as a sum of two matrices, the rst one being positive
semidenite:
Z2 = Z3 + Z4; Z3 :=
0BBBBB@
I 0 B
0 I 0
B 0 BB
1CCCCCA ; Z4 :=
0BBBBB@
0 0 0
0 0
p
 
0
p
  0
1CCCCCA :
By Weyl's monotonicity theorem, we therefore have "j(Z2)  "j(Z4). The d
smallest eigenvalues of Z4 are non-positive and given by  pj, where j are
the eigenvalues of  . Thus, 
"
j(Z)   
q
#j ; for j = 1; : : : ; d. Furthermore,
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Z4 has at most d negative eigenvalues. Tracing back through the previous
argument then reveals that this is also true for Z2, Z1 and nally Z itself.
So we have that the number of negative eigenvalues n  of Z is at most d, and
they are larger than  pj. Hence,
TrZ  =
n X
j=1
( "j(Z)) 
n X
j=1
q
#j 
dX
j=1
p
j = Tr
q
 ;
which is inequality (8).
3.2 Proof of inequality (9)
In this section we prove that the inequality (9) is valid for any d  d matrix
B. For convenience we will actually prove the equivalent statement that
Tr
q
(BB  BB)+ 
q
d=2 jjBjj2;
the latter turns into the former by replacing B with B.
Note that BB and BB have the same eigenvalues, hence they are unitarily
equivalent. Another way to phrase the inequality is that
Tr
q
(L  ULU)+ 
q
d=2 jjLjj2;
for any unitary matrix U and any non-negative diagonal matrix L. One way
to attack this problem is to rst try and prove it for U that are permutation
matrices, so that both L and ULU are diagonal, and then extend this result
from the commutative case to the general case. It turns out that this extension
can indeed be done thanks to a theorem by Drury.
In [5], Drury stated the following theorem (without explicit proof, but with
the remark that it can be proven easily using the method he has developed in
a preceding publication, [4]):
Theorem 1 (Drury) Let X and Y be d  d Hermitian matrices with given
eigenvalues x1  x2      xd and y1  y2      yd, respectively. Let
I = [xn+ yn; x1+ y1]. Let the function  : I ! R be isoclinally metaconvex on
I. Then
Tr(X + Y )  max
2Sd
dX
j=1
(xj + y(j)):
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The class of isoclinally metaconvex (IM) functions has been introduced by
Drury in [5] exactly for this purpose:
Denition 1 Let I be an interval in R. An innitely dierentiable function
 : I ! R is said to be IM on I if whenever t1; t2 2 I with t1 6= t2 and
0(t1) = 0(t2), then 00(t1) + 00(t2) > 0.
For example, strictly concave and strictly convex functions are both IM. It is
possible for other functions to be in this class as well, provided that for every
point where the curvature is negative there is another point with the same
gradient and with positive curvature greater in absolute value.
This theorem would allow us to reduce the problem of proving inequality (9) to
the commutative case if only the function x 7! f(x) = px+ were IM. Clearly
it is not, as it is not even dierentiable. However, f(x) can be approximated
arbitrarily well by a sequence of IM functions, as shown in Section 3.3, and
this is all what is needed. Hence, Drury's result when applied to the matrices
X = BB and Y =  BB implies that inequality (9) is valid if we can show
that the inequality
 
dX
i=1
q
(i   (i))+
!2
 d
2
dX
i=1
i
holds for any permutation  2 Sd, and for any set i of non-negative numbers
(the eigenvalues of BB). Without loss of generality we can assume that 1 
2      d and Pi i = 1.
The key to the proof is to decompose a given permutation  2 Sd in what
we will call here maximal ascending chains (MA chains). Let an ascending
chain be a sequence of increasing integers from f1; 2; : : : ; dg such that the
image under  of each integer in the chain is given by the next integer in the
chain (if any). That is, it is a sequence I := (i1; i2; : : : ; ir) such that ij+1 > ij
and ij+1 = (ij), for j = 1; 2; : : : ; r   1. An MA chain is one that is as long
as possible. For a general permutation, more than one such chain may exist.
Clearly, chains are disjoint.
For example, the permutation
0B@ 1234
2341
1CA has one MA chain, namely I = (1; 2; 3).
The element 4 is not included because its image is 1, which is less than 4. The
permutation
0B@ 1234
3421
1CA has two such chains, namely I1 = (1; 3) and I2 = (2; 4).
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To proceed with the proof, we split the sum
P
i
q
(i   (i))+ into several
components, one per MA chain of the permutation . Let the lengths of the
various MA chains I1, I2, . . . , IK of a permutation be r1; r2; : : : ; rK , respec-
tively. Clearly, as MA chains are disjoint, the rk sum up to at most d. Then
we split the sum as follows:
dX
i=1
q
(i   (i))+ =
KX
k=1
X
i2Ik
q
(i   (i))+:
We can do this because the i-th term has a nonzero contribution to the sum
unless i appears in some MA chain. Indeed, if i does not appear in any of the
MA chains, this means that (i) < i, whence, by the ordering of the i, we
have (i) > i, so that (i   (i))+ = 0.
Let us now consider one such component, for a chain I = (i1; i2; : : : ; ir) of
length r, namely
Pr 1
j=1
q
(ij   (ij))+. Because the ij form an MA chain,
we have ij > (ij) and (ij) = ij+1. We can therefore simplify this sum asPr 1
j=1
q
ij   ij+1 . We now claim that this sum is bounded above as
r 1X
j=1
q
ij   ij+1 
0@r
2
rX
j=1
ij
1A1=2
For r = 2 this is trivially true, as the sum has only one term:0@r 1X
j=1
q
ij   ij+1
1A2 = i1   i2  i1 + i2 :
For r > 2 we can exploit the following inequality, which can be seen as a
Holder-type inequality for the l1=2-(quasi)-norm: for any vector x with non-
negative real elements xj, and any probability vector p (that is, pj  0 andP
j pj = 1),0@ dX
j=1
p
xj
1A2  dX
j=1
xj
pj
: (11)
We will apply this in the following instance: d = r   1, xj = ij   ij+1 and
p1 = 2=r and p2 =    = pr 1 = 1=r, to obtain, as required,
0@r 1X
j=1
q
ij   ij+1
1A2 r
2
(i1   i2) + r(i2   i3) +   + r(ir 1   ir)
11
=
r
2
(i1 + i2)  rir 
r
2
rX
j=1
ij :
Having one such bound per MA-chain component, we can now easily get a
bound on the entire sum. By the previous result we have
dX
i=1
q
(i   (i))+ 
KX
k=1
s
rk
2
X
i2Ik
i:
We can now simply exploit the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and nd the upper
bound
KX
k=1
s
rk
2
X
i2Ik
i 
 
KX
k=1
rk
2
!1=2 0@ KX
k=1
X
i2Ik
i
1A1=2 
s
d
2
vuut dX
i=1
i;
which ends the proof.
3.3 The function
p
x+ can be approximated by IM functions
Here we prove the statement used in Section 3.2 that the function f(x) =
p
x+
can be approximated arbitrarily well by IM functions. More precisely, we show
that there exists a sequence of IM functions that converges uniformly to f(x).
Many functions do so, but we construct this sequence in such a way that its
metaconvexity is easy to prove.
We start by dening a particular function h(x) and then show two things:
rst, that h(x) is IM and second, that jh(x)   f(x)j is bounded by a nite
constant c > 0. Using such a function h(x) we can easily construct a sequence
of IM functions converging uniformly to f(x): we just have to consider the
functions hs(x) := h(sx)=
p
s. These functions inherit the property of being
IM from h(x), and jhs(x)  f(x)j = jh(sx)  f(sx)j=ps < c=ps, which tends
to 0 as s tends to +1, proving their uniform convergence.
To construct h(x) consider the functions w(x) = (1=2)(x2+1) 1=4 and (x) =
1 + exp( x), and let g(x) = w((x)x). The function (x) satises (x)  1,
is monotonically decreasing, and tends to 1 as x tends to +1. Our function
h(x) of choice is the integral of g(x), namely h(x) =
R x
 1 dy g(y). Note that for
x tending to +1, w(x) tends to 1=(2px), so that in that regime h(x) tends
to
p
x plus some nite constant arising from the integration over all smaller
values of x.
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We rst show that h(x) is IM. This involves the rst and second derivatives
of h, which are given by:
h0(x) = g(x)=w((x)x)
h00(x) = g0(x)=w0((x)x) (0(x)x+ (x)):
We therefore need to show that distinct x1 and x2 with the same value of g(x)
must satisfy g0(x1) + g0(x2) > 0. It is essential that w(x) is an even function
that is monotonically increasing for x < 0, and monotonically decreasing for
x > 0, so that any pair of distinct x having the same g(x) must have opposite
sign. Let x1 < 0 and x2 > 0 be such points. By the evenness of w(x), this is
so if and only if  (x1)x1 = (x2)x2. For such points, the factor w0((x)x)
in g0(x) has the same absolute value (again by virtue of w being even), and
is positive for x1 and negative for x2. The condition g
0(x1) + g0(x2) > 0 is
therefore equivalent to
(0(x1)x1 + (x1))  (0(x2)x2 + (x2)) > 0:
This condition is easily seen to be satised as 0(x)x+(x) =  x exp( x)+
1+ exp( x) is always larger than 2 for x < 0 and less than 2 for x > 0. This
proves that h(x) is IM.
Secondly, we have to show that h(x) is an approximation of f(x) =
p
x+, in
the sense that jh(x)   f(x)j is bounded by a nite constant. For x < 0 we
have f(x) = 0 and h(x) > 0. To show that h(x) is bounded above for x < 0
we only have to show that h(0) is nite, since h(x) is an increasing function
(as w(x) > 0). Since w(x) < 1=(2
p x) for x < 0 and (x) > exp( x), we
get, indeed,
h(0) =
0Z
 1
dy w((y)y) <
0Z
 1
dy
1
2
q
exp( y)y
=
r

2
:
For x > 0, f(x) =
p
x. As (x) > 1, we have that h0(x) = w((x)x) < w(x).
For x > 0, we also have w(x) < 1=(2
p
x) = f 0(x), so that h0(x) < f 0(x).
Integrating over x yields h(x)  h(0)  f(x)  f(0) from which we obtain the
upper bound h(x)  f(x) < h(0)  f(0) = h(0), which is nite.
To obtain a lower bound we can exploit the two inequalities
w(x) =
1
2(1 + x2)1=4
>
1
2
p
x
  1
8x5=2
and
1q
1 + exp( x)
> 1  1
2
exp( x):
This yields
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h0(x) = w((x)x)>
1
2
p
x
q
1 + exp( x)
  1
8(1 + exp( x))5=2
>
1
2
p
x

1  1
2
exp( x)

  1
8x5=2
so that
h0(x)  f 0(x) >  exp( x)
4
p
x
  1
8x5=2
:
Integrating from 1 to x yields, for x > 1,
h(x)  f(x) > h(1) 
0@1
4
xZ
1
dx
exp( x)p
x
+
1
8
xZ
1
dx
1
x5=2
1A :
The rst integral is bounded above by
R1
0 dx exp( x)=
p
x =
p
 and the
second integral is equal to (2=3)(1   x 3=2), which is bounded above by 2=3.
Thus, for x > 1, h(x)  f(x) is bounded below by a nite constant. It is clear
that, for 0 < x < 1, h(x)  f(x) is bounded below as well since h(x) > 0 and
f(x) < 1. We conclude that jh(x)   f(x)j is bounded everywhere by a nite
constant.
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